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GMO Free: Exposing The Hazards Of
Biotechnology To Ensure The
Integrity Of Our Food Supply

The genetic engineering of food crops is an ecological hazard and health crisis that affects us all. Its
consequences are global and potentially irrevocable. Yet the decision to use genetically modified
organisms is currently being made for you by the government and major multinational corporations.
To combat this practice, more than 600 scientists from 72 countries have called for a moratorium on
the environmental release of GMOs. GMO Free is the most comprehensive resource available on
the science behind this worldwide debate. GMO Free takes a good look at the evidence scientists
have compiled, and makes a powerful case for a worldwide ban on GMO crops, to make way for a
shift to sustainable agriculture and organic farming. Itâ€™s time to take the future of your food
supply and environment into your own informed hands. GMO Free will give you the information you
need to do so.
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When I mention GMO to my friends, most have no clue what it is. There is more and more to read
about the threats of GMO and Big Ag to our global food supply and resulting health issues so I'm
lapping up everything I can lay my hands on to get a good perspective. This is a good book. It starts
with an executive summary that gives the key points to be made later. This is helpful.What follows is
a lot of content and good research that sometimes gets very scientific and goes right over my lay
head. Most importantly,this book is a good blend of science and philosophical perspective on what
has become a lightning rod issue with overwhelming local and global political ramifications. GMO is

a David and Goliath issue that gets more appalling the deeper one delves.If you don't want anyone
dictating your food choices, which is already covertly happening before our eyes, read up and
prepare to become an activist, or at least start growing your own or buying locally grown food.

This book was is sold at a low price to fund the tireless work of Dr. Mae Wan Ho and the
International Science Panel as they research and document the incredibly scary state our
governments and large corporations are leading us into. The book presents the science around
genetically modified food production and it's consequences in a straight-forward, comprehensive
manner. The second half of the book presents a model of how food could be produced in a safer,
more balanced way, while still providing enough for the world. I was much more convinced about
the looming problem of GMO's and have decided to eat only organic food since reading this book.
It's one of my socio-political-health decisions.

Is there any book that gives you a list of all the foods that are GMO? I read there were 27 foods, but
no list of what they are, do you find that odd? Everyone lists the safe foods. I would think someone
would question this. Dr. OZ had a program on GMO foods in which the guest seemed to say the
same thing. and gave a list of where to go to find out. I copied it, and now can't fine it. I can buy
books on what foods are safe, but I ned more.

The book is awesome, I ordered it for a project I was doing and it is astonishing. The it's well
referenced and sited, and it's not long and repetitive. It is very terse and I love that about it.

so sad what gmo has done to natural plant foods; it is disgusting but most people do not know about
this

This is essential information for All of us!Excellent presentation and easily understandable.This is
essential information for us all!
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